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THE SPECTRUM OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL

OPERATORS ON L^R1)?)

BY

FRANKLIN T. IHA(2) AND C. F. SCHUBERT(3)

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to prove that if the polynomial P(f)

associated with a partial differential operator P on L"(R"), with constant coefficients,

has the growth property, \P(£)\ _1 = 0(|f| ~r), |£| ^-°o for some/-> 0, then the spectrum

of P is either the whole complex plane or it is the numerical range of P(f); and if

P(f) has some additional property (all the coefficients of P(f) being real, for example),

then the spectrum of P is the numerical range for those p sufficiently close to 2. It is

further shown that the growth property alone is not sufficient to ensure that the

spectrum of P is the numerical range of P(f).

1. Introduction. It is well known that the spectrum of a partial differential

operator on L2(Rn) with constant coefficients associated with P(D) = 'Zia\ sm oaD"

is precisely the closure of the numerical range ¿V(P(£)) = {P(C) | f e Rn} of P(£).

Here aa's are complex constants, a = (a1,...,an), a/s nonnegative integers,

I«I=2í=i«;> D" = Z)?i•• • D%«, and D^WOd/dx,, lúj^n. By a differential
operator P on L"(Rn) we understand the closure with respect to the Lp norm of the

operator: u -»■ P(D)u, u e £f, where Sf is the class of all complex-valued functions

u e Cx(Rn) such that sup*EB" \xaDeu(x)\ < oo for all multi-indices a and ß. Further

we will be concerned only with differential operators with constant coefficients and

P(f) always stands for a polynomial in n variables £=(£i,..., f„) with complex

coefficients. If P(D) is an elliptic operator on Lp(Rn), lá/><oo, with constant

coefficients, then also o{P)=Jf(P(i;)) (Balslev [1]). However, the nonmultiplier

example given by Littman, McCarthy and Rivière [5] shows that such a character-

ization cannot be made for a general differential operator. Thus, there is a limit to

the possibility of characterizing the spectrum of a partial differential operator on

Lp(Rn) with constant coefficients by the numerical range of the associated poly-

nomial. Consequently attention may now be directed toward finding the largest

class of differential operators for which such a characterization can be made or

alternatively toward finding some other simple means of characterizing the

spectrum. Recently M. Schechter [6] announced a characterization for somewhat
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larger class of differential operators than the class of hypoelliptic operators with

some restriction on p (for the precise statement see [6]). The main purpose of this

paper is to establish the following theorems:

Theorem 1. Let P be a differential operator on Lp(Rn), \^p<co (with constant

coefficients), such that

|P(0|-1 = O(|f|-^        |f|->oo,

for some r > 0. Then, either

(i) a(P) = C,or

(ii) a(P) = ̂ (P(0).

Theorem 2. Let P be a differential operator on L"(Rn) with the following

properties :

(1) |P(jDI-1 = 0(|*l"0, \t\ ^>«>, for some r>0\
(2) there exists a ¡i0eC such that

¿v~(P(0-p.0) c {zeC||Imz| ^ K\Re;z\a}

for some constants a, 0 < a < 1, and K. Then p{P) / 0 for those p satisfying

\\lp-\l2\ < r/(2x(m-r-\) + n),

where x is the smallest integer such that 2%>n and m is the degree ofP(£).

The §§2 and 3 are devoted to the proofs of these theorems. In §4 we will show

that the growth property of P(ij) alone does not assure that a{P)=^V{P(^)), so

that the case (i) does occur.

Throughout this paper we assume the results established in Hörmander [3]. The

definitions of some undefined terms and symbols in this paper can be found in

Hörmander [3] and [4].

2. Proof of Theorem 1. To prove Theorem 1 we need four lemmas. The first

three are either well known or their proofs are straightforward, and the proofs will

not be given.

Lemma 1. If P is a differential operator on Lp(Rn), l^p<co, with constant

coefficients, then

(3) \\Pu\\p ̂  K\\u\\p   for all ue y

if and only if

(4) ^~iw)m)II -1Hlp forallue^

where K is some positive constant.

Lemma 2.IfX is not in the closure ofjV{P{^)), then there exists a SÄ>0 such that

(5) |P(0-Aj ä 8A|P(¿)|   foralHeR".
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Lemma 3. If\P(g)\-1 = 0(\$\-r), ||| -* co, for some r>0, then ^(P($)) is closed.

Lemma 4. Tf\P(Ç)\-1 = 0(\Ç\-T), |f| -> co, for some r>0, andifO £ ̂ (P(f)), then

there exists a positive integer N such that l/P($)N e MP, 1 ̂ p 5| co.

Proof. Since \P^)\-1 = 0(\^\-T), |f| -> co, and 0 $jV(P(£)), we have

(6) \P(i)\ ^ Ctil + mr   for all fe*»

for some positive constant C1. Let A7 be a positive integer such that

(7) 2Nr-2\ß\(m-r-l) > n   for all ß

with |j3| ¿ y, where y is the smallest integer such that 2y>h and m is the degree of

P(f). Let S(0=P(É)W. Then S(a)(l) = S|a|S(|)/S^ can be written as

min(|a|.N)

where F"(tj) is a polynomial of degree at most jm— \a\. Estimating F?{t;) by

(1 + |f|),m_|a| and using (6), we obtain

|sm)/s(!)| Ú c.o + lfl)'«!"»-'-»

for all f e Pn, for some constant Ca.

Noting that the ratio of the number of factors in the numerator and the

denominator in the second factor of the expression

(8) say        sur
remains invariant upon differentiation and that De(\/S(tj)) consists of a linear

combination of the terms of the form (8) in which 2?=i |/*j| = 101» we obtain

(9) Dß
\S(&

â A
(1 + líl)lil(m-r-l)

(i+iiir
for all f e Rn for some constant A¡¡. We have

s il, "'LHM deY
*-ímW"*]'

where ¿/s are the multinomial coefficients. Each integral in the sum is finite by (9)

and (7). Hence ^^(l/SO)) el^Ä'), and so

■^ - IIP(0N f Mp, 1 g /? ^ co.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose a(P)^C. Let A e C such that A £ ̂ (P^)). Then

by Lemmas 3 and 2 there exists a SA>0 such that |P(|) — A| SïSa|P(î)| for all

Ç eRn. Hence |P(f)-A| ^SAC0|||r whenever \£\^R0. 0<¡É./r(P(f)-A), so that by

Lemma 4 there exists a positive integer N such that (1/[P(£) — A]w) e A/£,

1 ápáoo. Hence by Lemma 1, there exists a constant ÀX) such that

(11) \\[P(D)-\]Nu\\p ^ K\\u\\p   for all ueS?.

Let PA be the closed operator associated with P(P) — A. For each u e y we have

by definition

PA« = [P(Z))-A]n.

Moreover, [P(D) — A]« e =9" whenever us if. Hence by induction P^u =[P(D) — X\Nu

for each ueif. Thus,

\\P£u\\p ̂  K\\u\\p   for all « ey.

Since S? is dense in Lp(Rn), l^p<co, and Sf is contained in the range of P%, this

shows 0 e p(P") or Oí <*(P"). We assert 0£ (r(PA). Suppose the contrary. By

assumption p(P)¥= 0, so that p(PA)# 0- Thus the spectral mapping theorem for

closed operators (Dunford and Schwartz [2, Theorem 10, p. 604]) applies:

WP/d]N = °(P"), so that if 0 e ct(Pa), then 0 e a(P^), contradicting our conclusion

reached above. Hence 0 <£ ct(Pa) or A £ <r(P). Therefore, a(P)'=Jr(P($)), which

together with the well-known fact that the closure of Jf{P(i;)) is contained in

o(P) proves that (ii) holds. Thus, we have the dichotomy.

3. Proof of Theorem 2. The idea of the proof is rather simple. From Lemma 4

we know that if (1) is satisfied and 0 f ■/f/YP(0)> then there exists a positive integer

N such that the operator:

u^-ípwm)

is a bounded operator on Lp(Rn), 1 ̂ p^co. The idea is to extract the Mh root of

the above operator and show that it is bounded and coincides with the operator :

u^&-\(\/P(t))û(£))onSf.

Proof of Theorem 2. Before we begin the proof we remark that if m — r— 1 <0,

where m is the degree of P(f), P(D) is elliptic and Balslev's result together with the

condition •/F(P(f))^C (condition (2)) shows that the assertion is true. Thus we

will be concerned with the case m — r— 1 ̂ 0.

We first bring ¿V{P(t;)) around the real axis and push it so far away from the

imaginary axis that it is contained in a very narrow sector centered around the real

axis. This statement is made precise below. Let P(£) = R($) — /¿i + i[ß(f) — /i2]

where /^o = /-ti + 'M2> /¿i, M2 e Ä, and R(¿¡) and Q(£) are polynomials with real co-

efficients. Using (2) and (1), we obtain

(12) í(R(0-^r + K2(R(0-H-i)2aY12 ̂  Co\(\'

whenever |f| ¡2 R0 for some constants Co>0 and R0. This shows that |P(f) — Mil ->co
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as \i\ -+■ co. Hence the first term in the brackets in (12) predominates as |£| —> co,

and we have |P(£) — ̂ îl = C1|£|r whenever |i|^Pj for some constants Cx>0 and

Äj. Since P(£) and ^ are real, we can thus assume (if necessary by multiplying

P(Í) by -1) that

(13) RLO-rh. ^ C»lílT   whenever |£| ^ Px.

Let JV be a fixed positive integer such that 2Nr — 2x(m — r— \)>n. Let a0>0 be so

small that Na0 ¿ w/4. Then choose A0 > 0 so large that

(14) K/[\Q + R(0-HiY-a Í tan <x0,

(15) K+m-rh ^ l*(fl-/*i|,

and

(16) Ao + J?(í)-mi ä 4

for all f e Rn.

Let />0(a = A0 + P(f) -/*!+< [ß(ö - /*a] and set

(17) &(4):-l-|A|+/A-/Utfr'

From our construction we obtain

(18) |SK(i)| ̂  | Re Sx(i)| S [A| + |P0(I)I" cos (tt/4) - 1

^ |A|+i|P0(f)r   for allied».
In particular,

(19) |SA(0| ^i|Po(f)|N   for all fe PA

Using this, just as in the proof of Lemma 4 we obtain

(20) \S{*XÍ)IS¿Í)\ í C„(l +|Í|)'«1(»T'-U   for all f e P\

and

I /     1     M H +|¿|)lal(m-r-l)
(21) /W—_I   < A   v      ^^_
1 •' I   U(o;ls aiA|+c2(i+ifir

for all | e P", for some constants Ca and Aa. Here C2>0 is a constant such that

(22) |P„(f)| ^ C!w(l +1i\y   for all £ e R\

For |a| = y, we obtain, using (21),

Í IW-MI
r |£|2/(m-r-l)/•       I £|2;r(m-r-l>

Ú C[|Al-rCa]-a + C'|A|-» + <a*'»-'-» + »>'" Jfin rl+c^gi^

where C and C are some constants (independent of A). The integral on the right

is finite since 2AV —2y(m —r—l)>n. The first term is bounded for all XeR and
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goes to zero faster than the second term as |A| —>• oo. Hence there exists a constant

B0 such that

(23) LID "(sáS))
dé  ¿  52|A|-2 + (2«m-r-l)+n)Wri

Applying Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and Plancherel's theorem, we get

LJ^imM*s CLL, MÍ*-ímM<bT

for some constants C and C". Hence, by (23) we see that there exists a constant Bx

such that

f jr_1i-F7^VJC) dx ^ 51|A|-1+<2'<m-r-1» + ">'2Nr.
J|*|È1 WAS)/

Also, we obtain

r/•    I     i      12     ni/2

LJb" I ̂ a(ç) I        J
for some constant B2. Let

Mh = 2max(51|A|-1+(2'(m-'--1> + n>'2i"-, Ä2|A|-1 + n'2N'-).

Then,

Hence,

(24)

¡^-'(l/S^mii ^MK   for all A e P.

imm) S MaIIiiHí    for all we y

Since |SA(f)| ̂  |A| +i|P0(D|wè |A| +2 for all | e P" and A e P, we also have

1
(25) imm)\ \+2

lulla   for all u eSt.

Hence by Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem, from (24) and (25) we obtain, for

iápá2,

(26) & ísku(())\ M

„      (|A|+2)2-2"

for all u e St. We set ^-1((1/Sa(O)m(0) = Pa", « e ^ and let

(27)

^m = ~ I"     (l-|A|+iA)-1/wPAM-(l+/)rfA

+¿ Í"(1 " 'A'+iX)~llNR^<- i+O ¿A
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where the Mh root is taken to be the principal value. We will show that JS? is a

bounded operator on Lp(Rn) if p is sufficiently close to 2 and that

J?u = #r-1 i^r û(0)    for each ue<f.

Applying Minkowski's inequality for the continuous case (which is permissible

since we will choose p so that the integrands in the integrals of (27) are absolutely

integrable with respect to A), we have

¡2" J-oo

¿ L[(1 -|A|)2+A2]~1I2N mrw^ w> v~2dx-

MÄ = o(\Á\-1+(2xim-r'1)+nWNr)   as |A| -»-oo,

But

so that the integral converges if

2-2/p+l/N-(2/p-l)(-l+(2x(m-r-\) + n)/2Nr) > 1
or if

(28) 0 Ú l/p-l/2 < r/(2x(m-r-l) + n).

Thus, if (28) is satisfied, there exists a constant K„ such that

(29) ||¿?M||P ̂  Kp\\u\\p   for all ue^.

To show &u = ßr-1((l/P<££))u(fi), let « e y and

r = {zeC\z = l-|A|+iA, AeP}.

Then, substituting ^""^((l/S^f))«^) for Rxu in (27), interchanging the order of

integration, and recalling 5A(i)= 1 — |A| +/A—P0(0N, we obtain

The function z~llN with its principal value is analytic on the region lying on the

right of T and also on T. P0(f) is so chosen that P0(£)N lies in the interior of this

region for every f 6 Rn. Thus, by Cauchy's theorem

SÍ2.TTI Jr

-UN 1

dz =
Jr z-P0(0N Pod)

for every f e Pn. Hence

and so

(¿?u)(x)=^-^jj^ûioyx)

k_1(pi)ö(o) IL -KpMp for a11 m e y
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with p satisfying (28). Thus, (1/P0(£)) e Mp for those p satisfying (28). Since

Mp = Mp', \/p+ l/p' = 1, we have (1/P0(£)) e Mp for those p satisfying

(30) |1/P-1/2| < r/(2x(m-r-l) + n).

By Lemma 1 and by the facts that St is dense in Lp(Rn), 1 Sp< co, and St is con-

tained in the range of P—(/x0-A0)7, it follows u.0 — X0e p(P) for those/? satisfying

(30), and Theorem 2 is proved.

Corollary. Let P be a differential operator on Lp(Rn), whose polynomial satisfies

the conditions of Theorem 2. Then, a(P)=J/'(P($))for those p sufficiently close to 2.

4. Examples. Now we will show that the growth property of P(f) alone does

not guarantee that o(P)=jV(P'(£)). To do this we first prove the following

proposition.

Proposition. Let q> and tf> be functions of a single variable with continuous first

derivatives on a neighborhood of a point ?0 = 0 with <p(t0) ̂ 0. Let a be a real constant

and l a nonnegative integer <n/2. If a function K(t, x) in n+\ variables t and

x=(xu ..., xn) has the form

(3D K(t, x) = [kff](f)], exp [/ 2l£Ü] + Kl(t, x)

on the strip

for some So>0 and Kx eL1(Pn + 1), then K cannot be the kernel of a bounded con-

volution operator on Lp(Rn + *) (i.e. K $ L£), for those p satisfying

1 Ú p < (2n+2)/(n + 2 + 2l).

Proof. Since <p(t0)^0 and <p is continuous on a neighborhood of t0, we assume

S0>0 has been chosen so that |<p(/)| ̂ e0>0 for all t e [t0, r0 + 4S0] and q>, <p', </«, </>'

are all continuous on [tQ, t0 + 480]. Let

Ml(0 =1    if -S2 á t ¿ 0,       u2(x) = 1    if \x\ <> 8,

= 0   otherwise, = 0   otherwise,

where 8>0.

Let u(t, x) = u1(t)u2(x). Let F(t, x) = <p(t)l[\x\2 + 4>{t)]1 and

E6 = {{t, x)
t0 + K^t^t0 + 2o0

to-"£\x\ £2/«-«
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where 0<j3< 1, to be chosen more precisely later. For (f, x) e E6,

\{K * u)(t, x)\ ̂  \F(t, x)\ Iff       expf/ £!íZ£Ü| da dr
\J-ô2 J[a\aâ L        t — T    J

-f      f       |P(/,jc)-F(í-t,;c)|íWt

- f      f        |P(r-T,jc)-P(í-T,x-a)|í/(jdT
J-a2 Jiuisä

- ka * M)0, jc)|.

223

(32)

Since <p, >fi and their first derivatives are continuous on [t0, i0 + 480], there exist

constants Cly C2 and 81 >0 with S08fß > V~M such that

and

\F{t,x)-F(t-T,x)\ Ú C18a/[|x|a-M]'

|P(í-t,jc)-P(í-t,jc-ct)| ^ CaS/[|x|a —JW]'

for all (f, x) e E6, - S2 ̂  r S 0, \a\ é 8, whenever 0 < S £ Slt where

M =     max      10(01-
tetio-io + läo]

We also have

exp J -1-- \dadr    ä eXp  j-!—!- (fod

- 2 sm-T—L
J-ö2 Jidiga I **

— I 2 sin -^t-1 a
J-i*J|«|S< 2t(t-T)

da dr

da dr

Let

c ,s\                               L   •    2<X, a>-|a|25i(°) =       sup        2 sin —-¿—!—L- a
MSô;(t,x)eEi [ 2Í

S2(8) = sup
WAô;- 62¿i£0;U,x)eEó

2 sin ^-r-—t- a
2t{t-r)

Then, 5^8)^0 and S2(8)^-0 as 8-^0. Hence there exists 82>0 such that

5j(8) ^ 1/4 and S2(8) á 1/4 whenever 0 < 8 ̂  82. Hence

r°     f r.a|;c-<7|2l
exp z -i-1- da di

J-ô'Jméô        L      t-r   J
£*«„*.•

for (/, x) e Pd whenever 0 < 8 ̂  82. Let 83 = min (8lt 82). Then,
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for all (/, x) e Ed whenever 0 < S á 83. Hence,

\(K* u)(t, x)\"dx dtY " ^ 8n + 2-Bnlp + m[B0-B182-B28]-\\Ki\\1œ1nlp^n + 2'ip

whenever 0 < S g S3, where P0, Bi and B2 are some positive constants independent

of S. Suppose K is the kernel of a bounded convolution operator onLp(Pn + 1). Then

there exists a constant Ap such that

IT   \(K* u)(t, x)\"dxdtY' £ Í f n + i |(Ä"* u)(t, x)\pdxdt\

^ Ap\\u\\p = Apwl'p8* + 2>lp.

Then we have

(33) Apw1nlp8^ + ̂ p ^ 8n + 2-enlp + 2e'[BQ-B182-B28]-\\K1\\1cülllp8(n + 2)lp

whenever 0<Sá83. If 1 á^<(2n + 2)/(n + 2 + 2/), then (n + 2)/p>n + 2-n/p + 2l.

Since g(ß) = n + 2 — (ßn/p) + 2ßl is a continuous function of ß, we can satisfy the

inequality

(34) (n + 2)/p > n + 2-ßnlp + 2ßl

if we choose ß sufficiently close to 1 with the condition 0 < ß < 1. Now we will

arrive at a contradiction in (33) if we let 8 -> 0. Consequently K cannot be the

kernel of a bounded convolution operator on Lp(Rn + 1) for those p satisfying

l^P<(2« + 2)/(n + 2 + 2/).

We now consider the polynomial P(t, £) = [t— |f|2-/][r+|f|2 + /]. It can be

shown that

IP^or^r.oOW+ifi]-*),     m+iéI-k».
Thus, P(t, Í) satisfies the condition (1). If we "formally" compute &-\\\P(r, f))

by first integrating with respect to t and then applying integrations by parts to the

remaining integrals, we can put ^r~1(\¡P(r, £)) into the form

^ ^Íp¿7))(i' *} - wkf) e4¥]+K«>x)
for t ^ 1, where <p and </> are functions of a single variable satisfying the conditions

of the proposition and Kx eL1(Rn + 1) if n^3. The formal computation can be

made rigorous by adjoining a convergence factor exp [ — ̂2|f|2] to (1/P(t, £)) and

letting ¡x go to zero faster than 8, where 8 is the positive quantity used in the proof

of the proposition. However, the computation becomes quite tedious and we omit

the proof. Thus, having obtained an estimate of the form (35) for

^(«p'l-^lilWr.O),

we will arrive at a contradiction, just as in the proof of the proposition, if we

assume (1/P(t, f)) e Mf for l^/><8/7 (n = 3, /=1). Since 0^(P(t, £)), it

follows from Theorem 1 that a(P) = C for 1 fip<%/7, where P is the differential
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operator on Lp(Rn + 1) associated with P(Dt, D). Thus, the growth property (1)

alone does not guarantee that o(P)=.yf/YP(f)).

This example in conjunction with Lemma 4 shows that the differential operator

(the minimal operator) on Lp(Rn) associated with P(O)" is not the same as P",

where P is the differential operator on Lp(Rn) associated with P(D).

As a final example we consider the differential operator associated with the

nonmultiplier example given by Littman, McCarthy and Rivière [5]. They have

shown that (l/(r-\Ç\2-i))$ Mp for those p satisfying |l//?-l/2| > l/(2n + 2).

From this it follows that a(P) = C, where P is the differential operator on L"(Rn +1),

\l/p-1/2| > l/(2« + 2), associated with P(Dt, D) = A~2j-i ¿>% Dt = (\¡i)d¡dt. We

will show that a(PN) = C, where PN is the differential operator associated with

P(Dt, D)2N and N is any positive integer. If ¡x e C such that /x is not in the closure of

^•(P(t, 02JV), then for i>0,

■F-^I/ÍPÍt, tr-H-W, x) = J(t)\t\-nl2 exp [i\x\2/4t],

where

/(/) = &&** £.?*=**   and   ^o = £„exp[/|f|2]di,

which exists in the generalized Riemann sense. (The method used to obtain this

Fourier inverse transform is formal, but the result to be obtained can be made

rigorous by adjoining a convergence factor just as in the preceding example.) We

note 7(0) ^ 0 and J is continuous for all t. Hence there exist an e0 > 0 and 80 > 0 such

that \J(t)\^e0 for all /e [S0, 580]. Let t0 = 80 and

9</)=/(0|í|-"'a,        t>0.

Then, the conditions of the proposition are satisfied with /=0 and K^t, x)s0.

Hence (1/P(t, f)2"-/*) i Mp for those p satisfying 1 ̂ p<(2n + 2)/(n + 2). Hence

fi e afp*) for every h$J^(P(t, £)2N) for those p with 1 up <(2« + 2)/(m + 2). Since

the closure of Jf(P(r, |)2W) is contained in a(PN), it follows that a(PN) = C if

l^p<(2n + 2)l(n + 2). Since MP = MP', l/p+l/p' = \, we have our result.

This is a marked contrast from the case where P(j, 0 has the growth property

(1), in which case a(PN) ^ C (providing *W(P(j, £)) ̂  C), for sufficiently large A' for

every p, 1 ̂ p<oo.

Added in proof. We have been informed by M. Schechter that he has obtained

a more general result than our Theorem 2. In particular, he can replace the con-

dition (2) of Theorem 2 by the simple condition that ^(P(|))^C His results will

appear soon.
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